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The study of Estonian folk religion has traditionally been characterised by a relatively slight interest of academic scholars. Simultaneously, folk religion has been actively used in the creation of Estonian
national identity. Such an old division has changed in the past fifteen
years. Academic scholars have become more active in this field and
concurrently a contemporary pagan movement has emerged as a
new and influential participant in these studies. This national paganism has been presented not primarily as a religious movement
but as cultural heritage. As a result, contemporary pagan views are
partly accepted in scholarly works, thus creating a conceptually new
understanding, in which religious arguments almost dominate over
the classical academic ones. This paper criticises such an amorphous
approach, which makes it difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish
religious, national, and academic arguments and purposes.
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Past religions have been of little interest to academic researchers
in Estonia. This situation has considerably changed in the last
decade and a completely new, conceptually different and influential approach has evolved recently. Hereinafter I will attempt, in
the form of an essay, to give a brief overview of the study of past
religions in Estonia (for more detailed research into the history of
Estonian religious studies see Valk & Kulmar 2015) and summarise some critical views about the contemporary tradition. Since
this is not exclusively an analysis of academic research, many of
the arguments below are based on popular scientific articles, TV
series, newspaper articles, and personal conversations. Hence, an
essay-like style, reflecting the author’s personal impressions, has
been chosen, and many of the arguments, whilst apparent in the
research situation, are not referred to.
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Religion has been discussed for research purposes since the Enlightenment of the late 18th century in Estonia (Hupel 1774; Merkel
1798). Starting from the period of Romanticism in the 19th century,
Estonian folk religion became a favourite topic for the young Estonian intelligentsia (e.g. Peterson 1822; Kreutzwald & Neus 1854).
Religion also became one of the cornerstones for national ideologists (e.g. Jakobson 1870; Reiman 1901; Luiga 1908) but academic
researchers have traditionally stood clear of the theme. The historiography of the Estonian research on religion commonly starts at
the end of the 19th century, together with the organised collection
of folklore. However, the purposes of this campaign – to collect folk
songs, stories, etc. – derived from the antiquarian nature of the
romanticist era, which valued folklore as part of national identity
(Herder 1773). The systematic study of Estonian religion did, indeed,
begin in the first days of the newly established Republic of Estonia
in the 1920s, when folklore collectors J. M. Eisen and J. Hurt started
to publish the first summaries based on their collections (e.g. Eisen
1918, 1926). These publications, considered useless pursuant to the
methodology used today, were soon followed by folklorist Oskar
Loorits’ research (1934, 1935), which in the 1920s–1930s defined
the traditions for the studies of religion in Estonia for almost all of
the following century. Here it is curious to note that religion was
considered of interest in Estonia only by folklorists, to a lesser extent
also by theologians, but historians and archaeologists dealt with
much earthlier and more practical matters from the point of view
of the young republic. Hence, archaeologists studied the beginning
of the settlement in Estonia and the strongholds of the Late Iron
Age as two of the most important topics for national identity (Lang
2006). Historians, however, drew on the broader frame of political
and military history, and considered agrarian history and a focus on
country folk to be of primary importance – again, important issues
in the context of a new republic and national identity. Therefore,
religion and other intangible objects of research remained the
domain of folklorists. Other fields of research adopted the picture
created on the basis of oral tradition without hesitation and from
then onwards it became the norm that the religion in the past, even
thousands of years ago, was studied based on the folklore of the
19th and 20th centuries.
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Alongside academic researchers there was another category of authors of a relatively diffuse background who, in the first decades of
the 20th century, aimed to strengthen Estonian national identity
and used religion for this purpose. It was often an ideal construction of past beliefs, based, on the one hand, on folklore collections,
but even more so on the author’s fantasy. This is how many of the
colourful and national romantic writings about Estonian folk and
prehistoric religion (e.g. Heraklides 1908) emerged, bashfully ignored by academic scholars.
One example of the use of prehistoric religion and its connection
with the ideologies of that time was offered by Juhan Luiga (1873–
1927), a medical doctor and a politician, and the later initiator of
the pagan movement of the Taara religion, in an article entitled
“Eesti muinasusk” (Estonian Ancient Religion) published in 1908:
Christianity was met with natural resistance in our country
because in the format that it was brought from the Catholic
Church to the world market in the 12th and 13th centuries,
it could, it must have been, understandably disagreeable to
the Finnish wise men as to every human being with healthy
instincts.
Prehistoric religion was undoubtedly higher and nicer in many
regards, based on the present view of the world, than the religion in the church of the time. Only then, when Christianity
was changed pursuant to the spirit of the North, for example
as in Protestantism, could it hope to be accepted naturally,
could it hope for the decomposition of the Finnish people. But
despite everything, Christianity won over the hearts of the Estonians only after their [collective] heart had been completely
broken and their body was in fetters, i.e. in between the 17th
and 18th centuries. (Luiga 1995 [1908]: 199)
The paragraph above shows eloquently the tendency that emerged
already during the Enlightenment but was revived during the time
of the national awakening at the end of the 19th century – the
ancient religion was harmonious and noble and was destroyed
with violence by the Catholic Church, which later on developed
into accepted Lutheranism with a quality of “Nordic crispness” to
it according to the rhetoric of the time. A critical view towards the
Catholicism of the Middle Ages, or more generally “the German
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Church”, was characteristic also of many academic scholars of the
beginning of the 20th century (e.g. Moora 1924).
Such historical and ideological processes formed the background
where a “grey zone” emerged in the late 19th and the early 20th
centuries, in which authors seemingly represented the scholarly
approach, while the purpose of these studies was ideological – either to strengthen the national identity or to use history to legitimise ideological statements. There was nothing to be condemned
in these writings per se – they completely served their purpose,
i.e., to strengthen Estonian national identity and, by opposing the
Baltic-German historians, to show the superiority and morality
(according to Lutheran values) of the Estonian culture before the
Nordic crusades in the 13th century. However, the lack of academic
studies into religion became a problem. This led to a situation in
which little alternative existed to the genre of fantasy and thus
primarily ideological books and papers became main influencers
of the common audience. It is well illustrated that soon after the
first studies, in which classical mythology was used to interpret
Estonian folklore (e.g. Kreutzwald & Neus 1854), we meet the socalled maidens of the God of Taara, the daughters of the Meadow
Matron, and other such creatures in Estonian folklore.
In fact, the period saw several academic publications in the field of
religion (e.g. Schroeder 1906; Amelung 1877; Buch 1897; Holzmeyer
1873; Andersson & Laakmann 1934) but these did not exert much
influence. Possibly one of the reasons for this was that the authors
were researchers of Baltic German origin, whose academic discussions of the topic were not so attractive in the popular context. This
is why these studies – conducted on a high level, based on the theory
and methodology of the period – remained in the background, and
in the more general discussions preference was given to the writings of the national ideologists. It was probably a manifestation of
a national preference – a young state and a society freed from “700
years of slavery under the rule of the Germans”, indeed preferred
researchers of Estonian origin to deal with Estonian religion rather
than the conquerors and enslavers. This is also well illustrated by
the research history, which traditionally starts at the end of the 19th
century, together with the folklore collection organised by Jakob
Hurt. The earlier, century-old tradition of studying religion by the
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Baltic German enlighteners and romanticists, who prepared the
field for academic studies, is either ignored or treated as peculiar
attempts but has not fitted into the “real” tradition of studying
Estonian religion.
Such a national ideological position formed the basis for the development of the local neo-pagan organisation Taarausulised (followers
of Taara religion) in the 1920s–1930s (see the overview in Vakker
2012). The organisation presented itself as a religious community
but, based on its statutes and activities, its main purpose was to
help to create the image of a “true Estonian”. A similar national
ideologist trend can also be observed in the works of scholars before
World War II. Among academic scholars the two leading figures,
Oskar Loorits and Uku Masing, published also studies (in 1932
and 1939 respectively), which had an academic form but a clearly
national and ideological content. It is interesting to note the significant difference between popular books and academic research,
particularly on the example of Oskar Loorits. In academic studies
Loorits followed the scholarly traditions and methods of his time
(e.g. Loorits 1935, 1949, 1951a, 1957a, 1960, etc.). Simultaneously,
his main principle in popular books (e.g. 1932, 1951b, 1957b) was
that the Estonian pre-Christian religion, preserved in contemporary folk tradition, is in essence similar to that of the eastern
Finno-Ugric peoples and worshipping of nature is the main characteristic of their culture and worldview. According to Loorits and
Masing, these passive and peace-loving peoples were in opposition
to aggressive and conquest-oriented Indo-Europeans (especially
Germanic tribes, to which historical Slavic tribes were added later
on due to the occupation of Estonia by the Soviet Union after World
War II). Such ethnic psychological conclusions that were, in many
ways, influenced by wishful thinking, were moulded into the form
of academic literature, and based on these Masing even entered
into heated and principled arguments with his European academic
colleagues (Masing 1969).
After World War II, research into Estonian religion came to a
standstill. Soviet scientific atheism formally supported studying
religion as a backward phenomenon of human culture but in fact it
resulted in a few studies about Christianity and the clerical system,
whereas the topic of folk religion was entirely ignored. Ironically it
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is reflected in an article by August Annist (1966), which stresses the
importance of the study of folk religion for all researchers dealing
with the folk culture of the past. But it becomes clear from the same
article that the environment for the research of religion was not that
favourable, and Annist had to defend himself as well as the study
of folk religion in general in his article because the folkloristic and
ethnographic study of the animistic spirits got in the way of Soviet
scientific atheism. Atheism was the only official scholarly frame to
study religion. It mainly focused on the criticism of the Lutheran
Church or Christian religion and the clerical system on a wider scale
(Remmel & Friedenthal 2012). Thus, the folk religion remained an
unimportant by-subject. Wherever the topic of religion was unavoidable, it was largely based on popular studies by Loorits and
Eisen, thus cementing the early 20th-century ideological approach.
Single studies about folk religion emphatically stressed the anticlerical essence of the Estonian folk religion (e.g. Raudsep 1961).
Even despite the three specialised collections entitled Religiooni ja
ateismi ajaloost (About the History of Religion and Atheism, 1956,
1961, 1987), the number of studies specialising in religion remained
scarce throughout the Soviet era. In single studies about religion
in the more distant past anthropological methods were preferred
instead of scientific atheism.
A similar scarcity of relevant studies on religion also continued in
the second half of the 20th century. However, a remarkable methodological difference can be followed in the folkloristics of that period
– having become more critical of sources, the attitude towards the
study of prehistoric religion based on folkloristic material became
more sceptical (Viires 1986). Interests shifted from the past-oriented
studies to the synchronic study of contemporary religions (Valk &
Kulmar 2015, 189). The period also saw archaeologists’ rising interest in religion (e.g. Jaanits 1961; Tamla 1985; Valk 1995, 2001),
but all of these remained lone digressions.
Hence, until the beginning of the 21st century, the Estonian history of religion evolved from an initially ideological treatment into
a more source-critical and scholarly approach. At the beginning of
the 21st century, however, a new paradigm emerged in addition,
where source-criticism and academic theory and methodology again
remained in the background. Although unconscious, it exhibits a
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great similarity to the former ideological papers by Loorits and
Masing. Somewhat surprisingly this new approach arose outside
the academic community, from the contemporary pagan or native
religion movement.
Estonian Native Religion and Its Background
Estonian native religion – Earth belief (Maausk) – (see an overview
of the history and beliefs in Västrik 2015) belongs to the broader
tradition of European neo-pagan movement, which originates from
the middle of the 20th century (Harvey 2010, 358). Paganism encompasses different branches, from the global Wiccans and druids,
eco-paganism, etc., to the more local and specific ethnic paganisms,
including the Estonian one. According to G. Harvey (2010, 359),
nature is the connecting link between these different movements
of paganism. The foundation for the emergence of paganism on a
Pan-European level was laid by the artists and poets of the 18th
and 19th centuries, who found that industrial towns were not worthy living environments and that it was, indeed, the rural areas
where one could still find the “awe and majesty of the true cosmos”
(ibid). Such an approach encouraged the emergence of neo-pagan
movements as well as the preservation and appreciation of preChristian phenomena.
Differently from more general and Western paganisms, like the
Wicca or Druid movements, the Eastern European ethnic paganisms
establish their concepts based on a nation, traditional folklore, and
customs, thus also in a limited geographical area, and generally associate their beliefs with pre-Christian tradition of some particular
nation. The dominance of ethnic paganism is well illustrated by the
results of the national census conducted in Estonia in 2011. According to this, almost 3000 people identified themselves as members
of the Estonian native religion and/or Taara religion, while the
Western European neo-pagan movements were represented only
by a few people (1 druid, 34 Wiccans, 341 pagans, and 272 followers
of New Age beliefs – data according to the webpage pub.stat.ee). It
also has to be mentioned in this context that during the European
poll to study the religiosity of Europeans, where Estonia gained its
status as ‘the least religious country’ in Europe, more than half of
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the population admitted to believe in ‘higher forces and spirits’ (for
more details see Remmel & Uibu 2015).
The ethnic pagan movements of Central and Eastern Europe are
also characterised by the argument that the religion they practise
in modern times is the same as the one their ancestors practised
in the past, and it has been passed on (as secret knowledge) inside
families since ancient times (Harvey 2010, 366). Adrian Ivakhiv
(2005) has shown that the idea of religions belonging to a certain
area/place and that it is proper to practise these religions in these
exact places is more widely spread in the Eastern European pagan
movement. Similar views are repeated in several writings by the
practitioners of the Estonian native religion as well (e.g. Eller 2000).
Such a principle of territoriality differs clearly from Western European neo-pagan movements, which particularly stress the universal
nature of pagan religions. Indeed, many arguments of the Estonian
native belief are based on Estonian oral tradition but, following
the general trend of globalisation, wider neo-pagan and indigenous
movements also make a considerable contribution to the modern
native religion. A good example of that is the recently developed
understanding of the phenomenon of sacred sites. The concept of
a sacred place as a natural reservoir was not present in Estonian
folklore until recently but has been adopted in contemporary folklore
so strongly that it has been taken over without questioning. Controversially, despite the great interest in the sacred places, we still lack
comprehensive overviews about the folklore of sacred places. As a
personal impression, it can be pointed out that the earliest records
from the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries were
mostly connected with fear. Offerings were brought to sacred sites,
otherwise something terrible was believed to happen. For the same
reason, it was not allowed to touch or remove the offerings brought
there to avoid punishment from the spirits of sacred sites. In the
first decades of the 21st century, a clear change can be observed, and
sacred places are advocated as natural reservations. Such a change
is clearly influenced by international indigenous and ecological
movements and often legitimised by referring to the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources. As
a result of this shift, contemporary deposits are rather brought to
sacred places either as a token of gratitude or to increase the power
of the place, and the previously dominating motif of ‘fear’ is missing.
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Vague associations with the past and the principle of territoriality lead to the national approach. Neo-pagan religions in Western
Europe have often been associated with nationalism and extreme
political views. Eastern European neo-pagan communities have
until recently shown relatively little interest in politics. There
have, indeed, been active politicians among the practitioners of
the Estonian native religion and political lobbying has been carried
out, but the latter has been restricted to the placement of sacred
sites under national protection. In recent years, Maavalla Koda
(the Estonian House of Taara and Native Religions) has achieved
significant political support (Ringvee 2015), which is most clearly
manifested in the establishment of a support group of sacred places
in the Estonian Parliament in 2012. In a more general ideology,
the nationalism related to Estonians has an important position
among the practitioners of the native religion. With reference to
the Estonian native religion, attempts have been made to create
an image that native faith is the traditional religion in Estonia,
and that it should also form a part of the cognition of ethnicity (e.g.
Kaasik 2007). As the Estonian native religion is not considered to
be a religion, but a worldview and a way of life, such claims could be
treated on a wider basis. Hence, it has been claimed that everyone
who practises the rituals adopted by the practitioners of the Earth
believers (such as Christmas and Midsummer) is unconsciously a
practitioner of the same religion. In doing so, it has been presumed
by default that Christmas and Midsummer are, indeed, Estonian
holidays with a pre-Christian background. Such views are published
widely in newspaper articles in the declarative mood by the practitioners of the native faith, making the ordinary reader accept that
these beliefs derive directly from the pre-Christian past.
The Earth believers’ movement remained a small niche community
during the 1990s, popularising folk religion and folk customs. The
rise of the movement started in the first decade of the 21st century,
in connection with major developments and the construction boom
as well as the privatisation of properties, which thus changed the
status or threatened the existence of natural sacred places. Such
cases afforded public attention, which resulted in the growing importance of the convictions of this movement. The first example of
the kind was Samma holy grove in the north of Estonia, which the
landowner wanted to sell in 2001. As it was a restored sacred grove
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and one of the most significant and important gathering places for
the followers of the native faith, a proposal was made to register
the property as municipal land. One of the arguments given in favour of doing so was that of the freedom of religion and protection
of human rights which have, from then onwards, been presented
in most of the disputed cases. Arising from the principle that a
sacred site is holy in itself, not created by human beings, humans
must not destroy a sacred site and should do everything to protect
it. Moreover, even if a sacred site is not in active use, then in order
to guarantee the freedom of religion, the practitioners of native
religion must be able to carry out their rituals in any sacred site in
Estonia. Religious events may also be potential, meaning that for
the application of the requirement of religious freedom rituals do
not have to be carried out at the site time and again, but a respective possibility must be ensured. Such conduct manifested itself
vividly in the following cases of Kunda, Paluküla, Panga, Purtse,
etc. During these campaigns another important principle arose: the
sacred sites constitute the cultural heritage of ancient Estonians and
“our ancestors”, and the state is tasked with their protection. The
latter is usually confirmed also by the reference from the Estonian
constitution, which states as the main purpose of the Republic of
Estonia to guarantee and preserve the cultural heritage of Estonia,
and according to the discourse of native believers sacred places are
undoubtedly part of it.
In summary, the Estonian native religion is, on the one hand, indeed
understood as a neo-pagan religion, but on the other hand, native
religion has acquired the meaning of cultural heritage and cultural
identity, and hence native religion and the related phenomena
(such as sacred natural sites) are also valued by people who do not
practise the religion themselves and do not share such values. It
is difficult to criticise cultural heritage from the point of view of
national identity, and this is probably one of the reasons why the
native religion approach has so strongly and without any criticism
spread outside the neo-pagan movement itself.
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Balancing on the Edge: Pagan Ideology Becoming
Part of Academic World
As was mentioned at the beginning of the article, Estonian religion
has attracted little attention among academic scholars due to the
synergy of several different factors and, in the little attention it
has deserved, national and ideological treatments have turned
out to be more popular. During the rise of importance of the Earth
believers’ movement in the past decades, their publication activity
increased significantly. In particular, alongside a wider spread of
public and free-of-charge web communication, the movement has
found a medium that enables them to exert easy and rapid influence.
Particularly journals and newspapers related to nature and the
environment (Eesti Loodus, Maaleht, etc.) became eager to publish
these articles. Regular overviews of sacred sites and folk customs
followed therein, and more general articles about the movement
of Estonian native religions and holidays were published. Most
importantly, these overviews also cover the rules on how to behave
in sacred places, and as these are related with nature protection
and sustainable behaviour, such articles do not look like religious,
but rather like cultural and environmental ones. Also the style
how arguments are represented rather resembles popular scientific
articles and not religious texts. Thus, the conventional reader is
seemingly presented the results of academic research, although
the content of these articles derives from contemporary paganism.
The establishment of the Centre of Sacred Natural Sites at the
University of Tartu took the activities of the practitioners of native
religion to a completely new level: unlike other neo-pagan movements in Europe, the Estonian example has achieved a far more
significant influence and position in society (Ringvee 2015). As the
Centre is part of the University of Tartu, the pagan worldview is
presented as an academic approach to the Estonian folk culture.
Such an approach was introduced a few years earlier as a result
of the organisation of a conference on sacred sites and publication
of a collection of articles, in which scholarly and Earth believers’
approaches were mixed (Valk & Kaasik 2007). Several courses are
organised at the University of Tartu and the Estonian University of
Life Sciences about sacred sites, with the aim to introduce sources
and traditional customs related to these places. The entwinement
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of scholarly and religious approaches is evident in the courses, and
it seems that academic participation is partly used for legitimising
the religious approach. As the main task of the Centre was supposed
to be coordination of the project to locate, map, and prepare sacred
sites to be taken under state protection, the Centre also started close
cooperation with the National Heritage Board. Thus, after gaining
an official position in the academic and administrative structures,
the status of the pagan community increased, legitimised by official
institutions.
Mingling Pagan and Academic: Some Recent Approaches
in Studying Estonian Religion
Proceeding from the earlier tradition of a direct approach to oral
tradition as a historical source, a similar uncritical view to interpret
oral narratives as reflecting real history has been held in the past
decade. Borrowing a metaphor from another discussion (see Tamm
2013), folklore has been taken as “yesterday’s newspapers”, where
oral stories are interpreted literally, without considering basic
source criticism or any theoretical background. Partly it has been
influenced by the traditional approach in which folklore dominates
over all other types of sources in the studies of religion or intangible subjects. Although the style is most strikingly represented by
the practitioners of native religion (e.g. Kaasik 2007; Kütt 2007), a
similar approach sometimes also appears among researchers with
an academic background. Emphasising of pure oral tradition as a
primary source, without any critical discussion, is noticeable mainly
in disciplines outside folkloristics, and sometimes even inside
folkloristics itself. As a combination, it has created an amorphous
approach, in which academic form is used for suggesting religious
convictions. I will attempt to summarise the main characteristics
of this style of research.
A simplistic treatment of sources has led to the approach in which
oral sources are taken to represent a “history” that is true and real
and that has, despite the fact that it has not yet been recorded in
chronicles, been steadily passed on by local inhabitants for centuries. This approach pays little attention to the international motifs
represented in oral tradition, folk etymology of toponyms or historical events, such as extensive famines, wars, and plagues, which
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decreased the population extensively. Even if these circumstances
have been taken into account, folklore has still been considered
a former custom that might have been lost to a great extent; yet,
by finding the “right” fragments from oral tradition, it is possible
to restore the wider picture. Such a modest attention to historical events interestingly corresponds with Oskar Loorits’ studies
almost a century before. Loorits also dated the origin of most of
the folk religion phenomena to the pre-Christian past, and at the
same time largely ignored Middle and Modern Age processes.
Such a treatment of sources is particularly characteristic of the
analysis of behavioural norms established for sacred sites during
recent years. By taking the constantly evolving and reinterpreted
oral tradition to be a source of information, attempts are made to
draft behavioural guidelines to be followed at sacred sites as stated
rules (Kütt 2007). These have been presented to be applied more
or less universally both in time and space, leaving an impression
as if traditions at Estonian sacred sites were organised according
to institutional religious norms.
The sustained treatment of folklore also ties in with the vision of the
history of Estonians as something of great stability. As expected,
such (ab)use of the concept of time often appears in folkloristic
studies or theology but surprisingly often occurs also in history
and archaeology. Presuming that until the end of the 19th century
(and based on contemporary authors and ideologies also in the 20th
century) the population of Estonia was rural and agrarian, it is
considered to be a coherent link to modern and medieval societies,
in some cases dating back to the beginning of the agrarian society
or even all the way to the first inhabitants. Based on such seeming
continuity of economic and social systems, it has been provided that
also the mental world and religion have been continuous. Indeed,
some changes or developments are accepted, but as the essence of
religion is linked, on the one hand, to the rural society and, on the
other hand, to the genetics of the local people, unreasonably stable
treatments of religion are easily created. This ties in with the reasoning for the collection of oral folklore that has emerged in recent
years: as demographic migration, manifesting itself in the draining
of rural areas of inhabitants, can be monitored once again, the collection of folklore would be justified before “the last carriers of folk
tradition disappear”. Ironically this justification was already used
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by the first scholars of Estonian history and from then onwards by
almost all scholars over the course of three centuries. For instance,
the last Baltic chronicler Christian Kelch used similar references to
old customs that were not in use at the time of writing the chronicle
in 1688–1691 (Kelch 2004, 28). Hence, folklore has not disappeared
anywhere in the course of time and it will not do so because it is a
living cultural phenomenon that persists and develops along with
the living society. Examples that seemingly confirm the disappearance of folk tradition and occur in stereotyped formats – “we no
longer know, but my grandmother knew...”, etc. – should be seen
as typical truth-constructing mechanisms, in which information of
vague origin is legitimised with a reference to the authorities in the
past. Naturally, it does not mean that older phenomena are missing
in oral tradition, but rather that the meaning of oral stories comes
first and foremost from the time of recording, and the application
of such references further into the distant past without reasonable
argumentations is not justified.
Attempts have been made to confirm the longevity of oral traditions
by creating a link between recorded folklore and archaeological
sources. Accordingly, the collecting of folklore began at the end of
the 19th century, but as it was collected from older people, it seemingly reflects the situation at the beginning of the 19th century. As
the period covered by archaeological studies in Estonia ends with
the 18th century, it has been claimed that this makes it possible to
find a link between archaeology and oral sources separated from one
another only by a century (Valk 2006, 311). Such a clearly artificial
construct does not, however, justify in any way the significant age
of folklore – and even more so when there are several phenomena
in archaeological material the occurrence of which is documented
until the beginning of the 19th century, but which are almost never
reflected in oral tradition. One example could be the coin offerings
in churches (Johanson & Jonuks 2015) which, based on the dating
information, belong to the period from the Middle Ages to the first
decades of the 19th century, after which the depositing of coins in
churches ceased. However, coin deposits are not reflected in oral
tradition, except in a single example, despite the relatively recent
practice. This is just one example that can be compared in different sources and which suggests that folklore should be studied and
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understood exclusively in its own chronological and spatial context,
and further conclusions could be made only after that.
Simultaneously with continuity, another and even more recent tradition stresses the difference of Estonian beliefs and customs from
those of the rest of Europe. Partly it is related to the widely popular
thesis that Estonia is principally a stable place where old beliefs
and customs have been sustained for a very long time. The thesis
was founded already by the ideological books written by Loorits in
the 1930s. In the current tradition Estonia is advertised as the only
place in Europe where sacred natural sites have been preserved
because elsewhere in Europe they were destroyed and forgotten
long ago due to Christianisation (Kaasik 2007, 32; Valk 2007, 137).
Traditional sacred sites are certainly not a cultural phenomenon
attributable only to Estonia. They have been discussed in great
numbers and with colourful descriptions elsewhere in European
literature, especially in the 19th century folklore publications (e.g.
Hope 1893; Magni 1901). References have been made to offerings
and specific sacrificial finds on stones, in springs, around trees, etc.
Unlike in Estonia and Eastern Europe, such strong public interest
towards the former sacred sites has not been witnessed in Western Europe during the past few decades. Some attention is paid to
sacred sites by the representatives of the contemporary neo-pagan
religions (e.g. Wallis 2003, 142 ff.), but they concentrate more on
archaeological sacred sites rather than folkloristic places. However,
studying of the recent depositions and combining of archaeology and
oral tradition seems to be a rising field (e.g. Hooke 2010; Houlbrooke
2015). It is probably due to the differences arising from the source
material and research traditions that Estonian sacred sites seem
so different and unique.
In addition to the uncritical approach to sources, the research style
characteristic of the Estonian native religion is also described by
the preference given to emotionality over reasoning. Emotionality
in this context is expressed first and foremost as related to national
identity and being an Estonian, and the treatment of the religion
of the past and sacred sites as national cultural heritage. Such a
starting point makes the whole approach hard to criticise. A similar
situation could be seen in the 1930s when Loorits’ source publications and earlier ideologists’ concepts about Estonian religion were
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indeed known and spread among people, but were not discussed in
academic circles; although they were selectively adopted, there was
no criticism as regards obvious misinterpretations and fantasies.
One of the reasons was probably again the association of religion
with national identity, and in such a small national society as Estonia, it was difficult to criticise ethnic markers or cultural heritage objects. Simultaneously, the low number of scholars studying
religion does not enable advanced academic discussion.
Conclusion
What seems to characterise studies into Estonian religions throughout the scholarly history is the relatively low interest shown by the
academic scholars. This has enabled some single authors to become
dominant and shape the whole research tradition. As religion did
not become a specific topic during the 20th century, Oskar Loorits’ methodologically disputable approach dominated all over the
field. Besides the lack of academic discussion, another problematic
development is a tight connection between folk religion and the
Estonian nation. Christianity and church history have often been
seen as parallel systems, characteristic of towns and upper classes.
Estonian Middle and Modern Age rural society, on the other hand, is
seen as following folk religion, which is comprised of pre-Christian
beliefs and single Christian effects. Thus folk religion is associated
with the Estonian nation. It has become more evident in the past
few decades when the contemporary pagan movement Maavalla
Koda has advertised their belief system as something essential to
Estonians. This has resulted in understanding Maausk or native
belief as cultural heritage, which is shared and accepted also by
people who are not members of this community. Such a powerful
and emotional approach from the contemporary pagan side and the
lack of academic studies have created a situation in which the pagan
view is understood as an academic approach and it is not criticised.
This has formed a grey zone, in which views of a religious group are
published in semi-academic style and authors make it difficult for
a common reader to understand the border between scholarly and
religious statements. The latter should not be understood as being
against the popular style of scholarly writings but the difference
between the academic and religious approach should be clearer for
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the common reader. The situation has also been blurred by several
uncritical studies about the oral tradition. These do offer attractive
examples, allowing far-fetched interpretations, yet ignore the very
basic of the academic style – to be critical about the source material. Direct interpretations of folk etymologies, ungrounded dating
of oral tradition motifs, and wishful thinking do support the idea of
Estonia being unique; the idea is easily accepted among the common
audience but it has little to do with academic tradition.
The popularity of this “grey zone” is also well understandable in the
Estonian context – as the contemporary native religion has been
advocated as cultural heritage, it is easier for a common reader to
accept this than scholarly studies, which hardly state anything
so explicitly. Furthermore, due to the existing and influential
framework, the scholarly approach has either to accept (partly) the
modern pagan view or has to argue against it, which can hardly be
a constructive way. And altogether it supports the situation where
little academic alternative exists to the contemporary pagan views.
Indeed, academic scholars have studied and published articles about
religion in Estonia in the past, about contemporary paganism (e.g.
Västrik 2015) or different spiritual movements (e.g. Uibu 2016). As
most of these have been published in academic journals and often
in a foreign language, such studies cannot be used as an alternative
to the grey zone studies.
Emphasising the cognition of ethnicity is still one of the main
topics. By claiming to be the bearer of the continuity of historic
Estonian faith on the one hand and the guard of intangible cultural
heritage on the other, the native belief movement achieved such
an important position in society that outside of it, among ordinary
people, the native religion is considered a continuous religion with
a beginning that precedes the conquests of the 13th century. And
hence, ironically, the neo-pagan religious group has become very
influential in a state that is publicly advertised as the most secular
state in the world.
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